Abstract: It has been reported that the most mental state of the drivers during traffic accidents in Japan is that the driver being hurry. In this paper, we present the analysis and monitoring system especially developed for hurry driving in several driving situations. The most effective driving feature in each situation has been selected based on the comparative statistical analysis of the driver behavior between the normal and hurry driving conditions. It is found that the features that classify the hurry driving well in most situations are the time headway, the host vehicle velocity and the longitudinal acceleration. Through these features, the appropriate classification rules are determined, which allows us to later establish the hurry-driving detection algorithm, which is in turn used to develop the hurry driving monitoring system based upon the driving-state recognition module. The algorithm is validated by offline simulations with collected driving data, and then evaluated online using an experiment vehicle. The results clearly confirm the practicability and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
It is reported by Hotta and Tanida (2004) that hurry mental state during driving accounts for more than 50 percent of car accidents. Hurry driving can potentially cause rear-end collisions at the time when the driver tailgates preceding vehicle impatiently. For this reason, many researchers study hurry driving by focusing only on the car-following situation, see Khaisongkram et al. (2009) and Jamson et al. (2008) . Nevertheless, hurry driving behaviors may be visible through other different driving situations in practice. Being able to detect hurry driving in these situations as well could be more informative and would benefit overall hurry driving diagnosis. Raksincharoensak et al. (2010) has achieved a detection of hurry-driving state by comparing ongoing driving data with the statistical data-driven model represented by probabilistic distributions of vehicle acceleration during normal driving condition. In order to create a seamless platform of hurry driving detection, in this paper, we aim to develop a hurrydriving monitoring system that makes use of an advanced hurry-driving-detection algorithm which incorporates a driving-state recognition framework. By observing the ongoing driving data and traffic environment, this recognition framework, proposed by Khaisongkram et al. (2008) , utilizes a transition model of different driving states in longitudinal direction, which are categorized into five cases: following, braking, cruising, decelerating and stopping states associated to five labels F, B, C, D and S, respectively.
At this phase, we prefer to concentrate on only one driving feature for one driving state so that the end-users can easily comprehend the detection results. First, some consideration is given and analysis is conducted to sort out the most definitive driving feature in terms of the degree of separation between the normal and the hurry driving data. Then, the statistical driver behavior model has been developed for each driving feature in each driving state, which leads to a normal-hurry driving classifier in that state. The application of the hurrydriving detection algorithm that makes use of these classifiers and based on the human driving database is presented in Figure 1 . The classifiers are then used together to implement the algorithm rules for the hurry-driving detection. Offline validation via collected driving data is also carried out to observe the functionality and effectiveness of the algorithm within each state.
EXPERIMENT FOR DATA COLLECTION
In this research, the experiment vehicle is equipped with a continuous sensing drive recorder comprises such measuring and capturing devices as driver pedal displacement sensors, laser radar, multi-view on-vehicle image recording system. This drive recorder provides the driving data, which includes information on driving environment, driver operations, and vehicle dynamics. Our scope is restricted to only those driving operations in longitudinal direction. The measured driving data of which we make use in this study consists of
• V(t): velocity of the host vehicle [m/s].
• a x (t): longitudinal acceleration of the host vehicle [m/s 2 ].
• P a (t): gas pedal operation switch (on/off signal).
• P b (t): brake pedal operation switch (on/off signal).
In addition to the above measurement data, we also make use of the time headway T hw (t) [s] , which equals R(t)/V(t). The measurement sampling frequency is 30 Hz. Figure 2 shows the graphical definitions of the measured data.
Fig. 2. Graphical definitions of the measured driving data
The selected driving road section in this study is a two-lane straight road section with a speed limit of 40 km/h and a distance of about 2 km, which take around six to eight minutes to finish the course during light traffic congestion in normal driving condition. A host vehicle driver is a 24-yearold male subject with the driving experience of 4 years.
DRIVING-STATE RECOGNITION
Here, we consider the recognition of the driving states of human drivers as presented in Khaisongkram et al. (2008) . Because we involve another new G state, we want to restate them here briefly for completeness. The driving states considered in this paper are exhaustively and exclusively categorized into six cases: following, braking, cruising, decelerating, going and stopping states. Six labels are designated as F, B, C, D, G, S, respectively, and their definitions are as follows.
1. F: There exists a preceding vehicle and either the driver is approaching the preceding vehicle or the driver intends to maintain R by hitting the gas pedal or hitting no pedal at all.
B:
There exists a preceding vehicle and the driver slows down the host vehicle by hitting the brake pedal.
3. C: A preceding vehicle does not exist or is so distant that the driver does not intend to pursue, and thus, cruises with desired speed by hitting the acceleration pedal or hitting no pedal at all.
D:
The condition is the same as in C except that the driver hits the brake pedal just as in the case that the driver wants to stop at the traffic light.
G:
The host vehicle starts out from stopping (zero velocity) by the acceleration relatively stronger than what are averagely done during F or C states. Basically, the G state is the temporary state between the transition from S to either F or C state.
6. S: The host vehicle is not moving.
Examples of these states are shown in Figure 3 . Note that distinguishing these states manually requires detailed information on vehicle motions, driver's actual movements and traffic environment. The state flow model, which produces the state sequences, is described by the transitions between states, and is depicted in Figure 4 where each arrow indicates possible transitions assumed in this paper. We employ a tool called boosted sequential labeling method, which is a statistical machine learning that synthesizes the probabilistic model for driving state recognition (see Khaisongkram et al. (2008) ). This model is described by the if-then rules that classify the current driving state using four sensor data, namely, the headway distance, the relative velocity, the host vehicle velocity and the longitudinal acceleration. In this work, this model is used in the drivingstate recognition layer, which is founded under the drivermental-state classification layer as exhibited in Figure 1 . This state recognizer reads the current driving data and estimates the current driving state, and then feeds this information up to the driver mental state classifier, which contains the hurrydriving detection algorithm. To implement this algorithm, in the next section, we discuss and analyze the hurry driving behaviors and their features that appear in each driving state.
HURRY DRIVING BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS

Following State
In F state, the hurry driver tends to keep the headway distance short. Therefore, we speculate that the driving features that exhibit hurry driving behaviour could be the time headway and the longitudinal acceleration, and also, that the driver may prone to operate the gas pedal frequently when hurrying. By this observation, we record the time headway at the time when the driver steps on the gas pedal and the maximum acceleration during each period of the gas pedal stroke. The histograms of the time headway in the normal and hurry driving conditions are shown in Figure 5 while those of the maximum acceleration are shown in Figure  6 . The total of 208 normal data points and 93 hurry data points are used. In Figure 5 , the separation of the time headway between the normal and hurry driving is clearly exhibited, while there is no apparent dividing in the case of acceleration. This may be because, in F state, the host vehicle motion is limited by the preceding vehicle, so the driver can not apply large amount of acceleration unless, for example, when overtaking. Hence, the maximum acceleration in both normal and hurry driving conditions are rather similar.
Following to Braking Transition
When the driver changes from F to B state, i.e., when braking because the preceding vehicle brakes, the driver considers that the headway spacing is too close and can be in danger of collisions, so the driver slows down by hitting the brake pedal. Due to this consideration, it is interesting to see the time headway during the start of the brake pedal stroke. The histograms in the normal and hurry conditions are plotted in Figure 7 , from 244 normal data points and 23 hurry data points. Fig. 7 Time headway at the start of each brake pedal stroke in the state transition from F to B state
Braking State
Usually, B state is short and involves only few driving features. Hurry driving in this state could be represented by a hard brake that is characterized by excessively strong and fast gas pedal operation. Consequently, the maximum deceleration during the brake pedal stroke and the reaction time until the driver hit the brake pedal can be considered. However, measuring the reaction time can be very difficult in online application as ones need to detect the brake lamp of the preceding vehicle. Therefore, only the histograms of the maximum deceleration during the B state of the two conditions are plotted in Figure 8 , from 268 normal and 23 hurry data points. We can see from Figure 8 that the maximum deceleration in the hurry driving condition deviates from that in normal condition although they similarly concentrate around -1.5 m/s 2 .
Going State
Additional to those appear in the former work by Khaisongkram et al. (2008) , we introduce the Going state, denoted by G, which is the intermediate state between transition from S state to either F or C state. In this state, the driver hit the gas pedal relatively stronger than that in F or C state and usually regardless of whether there is a preceding vehicle or not. We presume that the hurry driver steps harder than usual on the pedal to rush out from S state. Hence, the histograms of the maximum acceleration and maximum gas pedal stroke during G state in the normal and hurry driving condition are plotted in Figure 9 and 10, respectively, using 100 normal data points and 10 hurry data points. In Figure 9 , the data in the normal driving condition has approximately a normal distribution, while that in the hurry driving condition has no apparent shape, but congregates around above the average of the distribution in the normal driving condition. In Figure 10 , we cannot see a clear separation between the two distributions so we prefer to use only the maximum acceleration as a driving feature.
Cruising State
In C state, as there is no preceding vehicle, the driver can cruise freely with the limit on speed. The hurry driving behavior, thus, may be shown by the maximum speed or acceleration that the driver engages during each gas pedal stroke. We found that the maximum acceleration result does not come out very informative, so only the histogram of the velocity in the normal and hurry driving conditions are shown in Figure 11 , from 69 normal and 7 hurry data points. Fig. 11 Maximum velocity of each gas pedal stroke in C state From this figure, the maximum velocity in the normal driving condition distributes from 8 to 14 m/s, while that in the hurry case concentrates around 12~14 m/s. Although the shape of the distribution in the hurry case is not obvious, we can see its trend and may say that the velocity above 12 m/s implies hurry driving.
HURRY DRIVING DETECTION ALGORITHM
Hurry Driving Detection Rules
Based on the analysis in the previous section, we can find a classifier for each driving feature that may be used for distinguishing the hurry driving data from the normal one. This is obtained by, first, fitting the histograms in the normal and hurry driving conditions using appropriate probability density functions. For the time headway during F state and F to B state transition in Figure 5 and 7, we fit the data to the log-normal distribution, 
by setting μ andσ to be the mean and the standard deviation of the natural logarithm of the time headway, respectively. For the distributions in the other states (Figure 8 , 9, 11), we fit the data to the standard normal distribution function,
by simply setting μ andσ to be the mean and the standard deviation of the data. After fitting the data of the normal and hurry driving conditions, we derive the Bayesian classifiers between these two probability density functions. The values of the classifier that divides the normal and hurry data in each state are summarized in Table 1 . The hurry driving detection algorithm which makes use of these rules is described by a flowchart consisting of the driving-state flow diagram and is shown in Figure 12 . Fig. 12 Maximum velocity of each gas pedal stroke in C state
Because hurry driving behaviors may be manifested in several driving states, it is desirable to present the detection results separately in each state to the driver. This will also help the driver to understand his/her good or poor behavior aspects more clearly and easily than just lumping up overall results. Hence, we count and report, separately, the number of total detections and the ratio of the detections which have been detected as [Hurry] via each rule. These results can then be used to evaluate his/her driving trip and be interpreted accordingly for further advices or feedbacks. For later use, let the total number of detections in one trip be denoted by N. For example, in G (or B) state, N indicates the number of occurrences of G (or B) state during that trip, or in F (or C) state, N indicates the number of gas pedal strokes in F (or C) state during that trips. Next, in each state or state transition, let the term hurry event refers to the detection which is detected as [Hurry] and let N H indicates the number of hurry events during that trip. The hurry event ratio, H η , which is the portion of detections that result as [Hurry] , is simply defined as
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Offline Algorithm Validations
To confirm its validity, the algorithm is implemented on a PC and is applied to 20 sets of normal driving data and five sets of hurry driving data. Only for C state, we use seven sets of normal driving data and one set of hurry driving data. The ratio of hurry events in each state and transition are recorded and plotted to compare the detection results in the normal and hurry driving conditions. These plots are displayed in Figure  13~17 for the respective states and transition. The number at the top of each bar indicates N, that is, the total number of the detections during that trip. The amount of hurry events in each normal trip implies the false positive rate of the algorithm in that trip. On the other hand, the amount of the hurry events in each hurry trip implies the true positive rate of the algorithm in that trip. From this, we can see that overall hurry driving detections in F state and F to B transition gives averagely higher accuracy (low false positive and high true positive) than those in B and G state. This suggests that hurry driving detection is more effective when observing through the time headway during F state or the velocity during C state than through acceleration only. This also implies that installing a radar would help improve diagnosis of hurry driving in practice.
HURRY-DRIVING MONITORING SYSTEM AND EVALUATION ON INDIVIDUAL ADAPTABILITY
The algorithm described in the previous section is derived based upon the parameter learning of the driving data of a single driver on a single road section, so one may raise a question of how much the classification efficiency can be guaranteed when applying the algorithm to different drivers or road sections. For this reason, an online real-time implementation of the hurry-driving detection algorithm is carried out using an experiment vehicle to examine the requirement for individual adaptation.
The hurry-driving monitoring system with the algorithm as its core is implemented on the experiment vehicle using DSpace/ControlDesk for hardware communication. Moreover, a simple graphical user interface has been developed, which displays the hurry-driving diagnosis results in real-time. This is depicted in Figure 18 . The right side of the interface window shows the current driving data while the left side imitates the driving-state transition chart where the current driving state is highlighted in red. The label X2Y denotes the state transition from state X to state Y. The three digits in each driving state partition represent the hurrydriving ratio, H η , on the top, the total number of hurry events, N H , on the bottom left, and the total number of detections, N ,on the bottom right (see (3) for detailed definitions of each terms). Fig. 18 Interface of the hurry-driving monitoring system
Online Diagnosis Results of Different Drivers
In this experiment, evaluation of the algorithm efficiency has been done by applying the developed hurry-driving diagnosis to the drivers, S1~S3, other than the one whose data is used in the parameter learning when establishing the algorithm. The ratio of hurry events in each state and transition is recorded and plotted for different drivers in Figure 19~21 . From these figures, it can be seen that the algorithm efficiency varies with different drivers. For the result of S2, the classification efficiencies in F and F B states are lower than those of other drivers. Furthermore, for the classification efficiency in B state of S2, it is seen that the hurry driving ratio in the normal trip is even high than that of the hurry trip, which suggests that the B-state detection rule of the algorithm is not valid for S2. After observing the measured data of S2, we found that he always keep short headway distance and apply large braking stroke, so the hurry-driving ratio is already high even for the diagnosis results in the normal driving condition.
Online Diagnosis Results of Different Road Sections
In this experiment, evaluation of the algorithm efficiency has been done by applying the developed hurry-driving diagnosis on the road sections R1, the one whose data is used in the parameter learning when establishing the algorithm, and R2, another different road section. The hurry-event ratio in each state and transition is recorded and plotted for different road sections in Figure 22~23 . Similar to the results in the previous subsection, we can see the variation among the classification efficiencies related to different road sections. Compared with R1, the hurry-event ratios in B and G on R2 contain more misclassified detections. This is due to the fact that R2 is wider than R1 and has more lanes, so even in normal driving condition, the accelerator and brake pedal strokes are fundamentally larger. Hence, on R2, the hurry driving ratios in B and G are already high even in the normal trip. From this discussion, in order to increase the acceptability of the algorithm, it is crucial to develop diagnosis system that fits individual drivers and individual driving environment. Individual adaptation can readily be integrated into our monitoring system by simply set the appropriate classifier parameters (shown in Table 1 .) which match particular drivers or road sections.
SUMMARY
The hurry driving detection algorithm has been developed and implemented based on the data fusion between the time headway, the velocity, and the acceleration. The algorithm is developed with its foundation on driving-state recognition framework where the hurry driving detection is carried out by one driving feature per one driving state or state transition. At this phase, for the sake of practicality of the algorithm and the comprehensibility of the detection results, we use a simple detection rule in each state. A deeper analysis is necessary in order to improve the algorithm, e.g., using more driving features, while maintaining these practicability and comprehensibility. In the future, we also plan to conduct an online system validation in order to confirm that the algorithm operates properly in real world settings.
